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Abstract

A major difficulty in t.eaching prevocational skills to the

severely mentally handicapped is Lo decide what shoul-d be t.aught

to whom. A possible solut.ion to this problem might be found wiCh

the Assessment of Basic Learning Abilities (ABLA), a test which

is capable of assessing the discrimination skill-s in an

individual's reperLoire. This device has been shown to be

predictive of performance on classroom Iearning tasks as welÌ as

analogue vocational tasks. The present investigation evaluated

the ABLA test for predicting performance of eight mentally

handicapped client.s on the actual training t.asks used in an adulL

prevocational t.raining program. Ctients were first assessed wj-th

the ABLA, and predictions were then made on their subsequenL

performance on six training tasks taken from a prevocational

training progiram. Client.s were then t.rained on each of the six

tasks until- t.hey met a passing criterion (B consecutive correcL

responses) or until t.hey met. a failure criterion (120 t.raining

trials) . The practical- value of the ABLA as a predictive t.ool

was thus directly assessed. Out of a Lot.al of 48 predict.ions

made about client.s' performance on the prevocational tasks, based

on their performance on Ehe ABLA tesL , 45 were confirmed, or 942.

These findings have important implications for t.eaching the



mentally handicapped. Because it is possible to predict future

performance on prevocational- tasks on bhe basis of past

performance on the ABLA, this device can be used to sel-ect and

sequence t.asks tail-ored to each individual's need. The current

research has systematically replicat.ed previous findings and

extended them by utíLízing tasks currently being trained in an

adult prevocational- training program.
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Introduction

Studies conducted on vocational- training wiCh the

developmentalJ-y disabl-ed have consistentJ-y demonstrated the

ability of these clients to perform specific vocational tasks.

For exampJ-e, moderately and severely retarded individual-s have

been Laught. janitorial skil-l-s (Cuvo, Leaf , & Borakove, 1-9'78) and

mul-tistep assembl-ies (O'Neill & Bellamy, ]-978) . Training for

institutíonalized retarded persons however, does noL typicalty

begin on specific vocational- tasks. RaLher, prevocational

training to facil-itate more advanced vocational- adjustment or

gains in skitl acquisition is conducted prior to the more

specific vocational tasks (Mithaug & Hagmeir, 1978) . This is

especialJ-y true of the more severely handicapped clients who, due

to their l-ack of appropriate skil-ls, have had no hist.ory of work

training. A major question for the individual- confronLed with

training prevocat.ional- skil-l-s, is: "What should be taught Lo

whom? "

In the majority of training programs, staff Lake a baseline

measure of the client's current performance on specific tasks and

t.hen attempt to train t.he failed tasks. One dif f iculty with this
procedure is that. often, even aft.er severaf hundred t.raining

triaÌs, the client still cannot perform the task being trained.

In order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of training,
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an assessmenL device is required that is capable of predicting'

how a client will perform on a given prevocational task, âs well-

as determining specific program needs for individual clients.

PractícaI and reliable assessment instruments aimed at

measuring basic discrimination skil-l-s are almost nonexistent

(Walls, Werner, Bacon, & Zane, 1-91'7) . The majority of behavioral-

assessment devices currentJ-y in use (eg, Hardy, Martin, Yu,

Leader, & Quinn, I981), measure global, learned behaviors, such

as girooming skilIs, eating skil-l-s, or vocational skilfs.

An insLrument is needed to assess the liketihood that

developmentaÌ1y handicapped individuals will- be abl-e to acquire

various prevocational tasks with a reasonabl-e number of training

trial-s. In an effort to determine the necessary prerequisite

skilIs for proficiency in learning tasks commonly presented to

the developmentally disabl-ed, Kerr, Meyerson, and Flora (1977)

developed the Assessment of Basic Learning Abilities (ABLA),

(formerl-y referred to as the AVC Discrimination Test) .

The purpose of the present investigaLion was to examine the

effi-cacy of the ABLA in predicting subsequent performance by

developmentally disabled clients on various trainingr tasks

typically employed in prevocationa] programs.

The ABLA

The ABLA is made up of six increasingly complex mini-tasks.
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Each task requires only a nonverbal, nonlanguâgê, motor response

to a two-choice discrimination. For exampJ-e, in the Position

Discriminat.ion, a yellow can and a red box are placed in front of

t,he c]-ient.. The two containers remain st.abl-e and the c]ient. is

required to place a piece of irregularly shaped foam into the

yeJ-Iow can (the container positioned on the left ) . In the sense

that. it. attempts to teach cl-ients the correct response to each

discrimination, the ABLA can be considered a J-earning-to-learn

Lest. The tasks include: Level 1-, Imitation; Level- 2, Position

Discrimination; Level 3, VisuaI Discrimination; Level 4, Match-

t.o-Sample Discrimination; Level 5, Auditory Discrimination; and

Level 6, Combined Audit.ory and Visual- Discrimination. The

rational-e for choosing these discriminations was that regardless

of the specific tasks that were being t.rained in different

settings, these were the behaviors Lhat the authors found t.o be

most frequently required (Kerr, €t aI., L977).

Advantages of the ABLA are t.haL it is easy Lo administer,

it. requires only about. 30 minutes to compJ-et.e, and the materials

can be inexpensively and easily constructed. The only mat.erials

that are required are a red box with red striÞes, a smal-l- red

cube with dark red striÞes, a round yellow can, a small yellow

cylinder, and a piece of irregularly shaped foam.

In the initial- investigation of the ABLA, 1"LJ mental-ly
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retarded children and adults, ranging from 3 to 36, parLici-pated.

Severity of impairment ranged from mild to profound retardation.

An effort was made to test many developmental-ly disabl-ed persons

attending schools and institutions, including residents of a

state facility for t.he retarded, individuals enrol-Ied in a day

program for adul-t retardates, individual-s enrol-l-ed in public

school- special- education cl-asses, individual-s from a speciaJ-

class of children who were not eligible for public school

classes, and a preschool nursery. Ten specially trained

professors and graduate school students served as testers and

observers.

Testinq Procedures. During the assessment the experimenter

sits across from the client. Prior to testing, the experimenter

demonstrates the required response, physically guides the client

to perform the correcL response, and then requires the client to

perform the response unassisLed. This procedure conLinues until

the client is abl-e to respond correct.ly unassisLed. Testingr on a

level- of discriminaLion then begins.

Following a correct response, verbal praise is given, and

edibl-es are given occasionally, LhroughouL test.ing. Fol-lowing an

error, the experimenter demonstrates t.he correct response,

physical-Ìy guides the client to perform the correct response, and

offers the cl-ient the opport.unity t.o respond unassisLed. This



error correction procedure continues until- the client responds

correcLly withouL promptinq, or until a fail-ure criterion is met

Praise for a successful- correction is given and a new trial is

then presented.

Each task is tested until- either eight consecutive correct.

responses occur (passing criterj-on) or eight cumulative errors

occur (failing criterion). The only exception to this rule is

for Levef 1 (rmitation) which wiII be discussed later.

SLat,istically, only four times in 1,000 tria]-s will- ej-ght

consecutive correct responses occur by chance in a two-choice

discrimj-nation (Kerr, êt' aI. , Ig77) .

In Level- 1 (fmitation) the red box is placed in front of the

client and the tester demonstrates with verba.l- explanat.ion and

puts Lhe foam into the box. The client is then requested to

perf orm t.he motor response. The f oam is then replaced v¿ith t.he

red cube for another two trials. This process is repeated with

the yellow can and foam, and the can and cylinder. The client is

required Lo make four consecutive correct responses with each of

t.he containers (two trj-al-s with the foam and t.wo with the

cylinder when using the yellow can; and t.wo t.rial-s with t.he foam

and two with the cube when using t.he red box) . In Level- 2,

(Position Discrimination) both containers are placed in front of

t.he client. The containers remain stable and the client is
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required to place the f oam int.o t.he yelf ow can. In Level 3

(Visual Discrimination) the client is aqain required to place Ehe

foam into Lhe can, only this time t.he position of the containers

is randomly al-ternated. In Levef 4 (Match-to-Sample) both

containers are randomly al-ternated as in Leve} 3. However, the

client. is now presented with the red cube or the yellow cylinder,

rather than the foam. The correct response is Lo place the cube

into the box or the cylinder into the can. In Level 5 (Auditory

Discrimination) the two conLainers remain in a stabl-e posit.ion.

The client is verbally requested to pÌace the foam into the

yellow can or the red box. The requests are randomly afternated

on successive trials. In Level- 6 (Combined Audit.ory and Visual

Discrimination) t.he client is required to make the same response

as in Level 5 except. t.hat t.he two containers are randomly

al-ternated. The discrimination tasks are present.ed in the order

listed above, and if necessary, frây be administered over several

sessions.

Research on the ABLA

In recenL years there have been severaf major findings

concerning the ABLA. These findings are related to the

hierarchical- naLure of ABLA tasks, the difficulty wit.h which

failed l-evel-s are trained, effective procedures to train a fail-ed

task, and the predictive validity of the ABLA.



ABLA tasks are hierarchicaf. It has been demonstrated that

the ABLA behaviors have a hierarchical pass-fail pattern in

accordance wit.h the order fisted above. With very few

exceptions, every subject who passed a certain l-evel- of the ABLA

al-so passed at. lower level-s; conversely when a level was fail-ed,

aII higher l-evels were al-so failed (Kerr & Meyerson, L977;

Martin, Yu, Quinn, & Patterson, l-983). These findings have been

repJ-icated with normal chil-dren (Casey & Kerr, 1977) and deaf-

ret.arded persons (Wacker, I97B). Ninety five percent of aIl

tests were passed with perfect or near-perfect performance or

were fail-ed after pure chance performance, which demonstrated

t.hat the clients were either under very effective stimulus

control or very ineffective control (Casey & Kerr, 197'7 ¡ Kerr et

âf ., 1977) . Once a discriminat.ion l-evel is passed,

generalization to other tasks requiring the same kind of

discrimination occurs rapidly (Meyerson, L971) .

Failed ABLA l-evels are resistant to standard traininq

techniques. Meyerson (L977), making informal attempts to train

t.he firs.t failed l-evel-, found that subjects required 100-900

training trials before Lhe higher l-evel discrimination was

acquired. Regardless of which Ievel was being trained and

despite the use of a variety of fading and prompting procedures

extensive training was necessary.



Witt. and Wacker (1981) used traditional prompt-fading

procedures to teach a group of clients a failed auditory

discrimination. None of the cl-ients acquired the discrimination

despite the fact that. they were provided with over 500 t.raining

tri-als.
In another study, Wacker eL al-. (1983) provided eight

clíent.s (four clients on auditory and four on visual-) wiLh an

addit.ional- l-00 trials, in an attempt to teach a failed

discriminat.ion level. None of the clients learned the

discrimination aL the end of t.he l-00 trial-s.

Effective Traininq Procedures. Yu and Martin (1986)

compared a t.raditional- approach to an experimental training
package in teaching visual- discriminations to severely mentally

handicapped persons. The traditional- procedure invol-ved extra-

stimulus prompt fading', ân indirect response-reinforcer

relat.ionship, and an error correction component. In conLrast,

t.he experiment.al procedure employed \^/ithin-sLimulus prompt.

fading, a direct response-reinforcer refationship, and response

preclus j-on f or incorrecL responses. Five ment.al-J-y handicapped

persons participat.ed. Training began wit.h each subject using the

traditional procedure on the training task. The experimental-

procedure was introduced if the subject demonstrated l-ittle or no

progress under the traditional- procedure. Two subjects acquired



the discrimination under the traditional procedure, but

additional training was necessary before they generalized to

untrained tasks. The remaining subjects showed l-itt1e or no

progress under the traditional- procedure, but they progressed

immediately after the experimental procedure was introduced.

A modified version of the experimental- training package

proved effective in teaching a failed match-to-sampJ-e

discrimination to one moderately handicapped and two severely

handicapped clients (Hazen, Szendrei, & Martin, 1989).

The efficacy of a mu-l-tiple component training package was

similarly demonstrated in teaching a fail-ed auditory

discrimination (Walker, Graham, & Martin, l-991) .

Predictive Validitv of the ABLA. Several- st.udies have

indicated that performance on the ABLA is highly predictive of

cofiìmon classroom Iearning tasks, measures of languaqe

developmenL, and vocational- anal-ogue t.asks with deveJ-opmentally

di-sabled individuai-s .

Tharinger, SchaÌl-ert., and Kerr (1977 ) assessed LL chil-dren,

4 to 11 years of age on t.he ABLA test and on a series of

generalization tasks which were primarily educational- in naLure.

The authors predicted that. t.he chil-dren would pass only those

tasks that required t.he same levels of discrimination Lhat. were

passed on baseline measures. From a total of 12 predictions, 83Z
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were confirmed.

Tharinger eL al-. al-so examined six children in their reg,ular

cl-assroom training progirams t.hat. required audi[ory and AVC

skil-1s. These programs included numbers (the child was required

to give t.he experimenter a specific number of bl-ocks and/or cards

upon request); size (the child was required to identify objects

on t.he basis of síze); shape (the child was required to ident.ify

object.s of different shapes); and color (the chifd was required

to identify objecLs on the basis of color. Performance on the

AVC predicted pass/fatl patterns on the classroom tasks for 5 of

t.he 6 chil-dren. However, the sixth child had acquired the

auditory discrimination during training and was thus able to pass

Lhe classroom tasks -

Wacker, SLeiI, and Greenbaum (1983) used the ABLA in an

attempt to predict. the performance of multipJ-e handicapped

preschool children on cofiìmon cl-assroom tasks. Seven children

were assessed using the ABLA. These results were then used to

make predictions about their performance on tasks requiring

visua], sign, and auditory discriminations. Out. of a total of 84

predictions, 7'7 (922), were confirmed. That is, the majority of

chil-dren passed only tkrose classroom tasks that required

discriminations passed on the ABLA-

In addition to predicting cfassroom performance, Lhe ABLA
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has also been shown to be useful- in predicting performance on

vocational- analogue tasks. rn one study , 12 institutional-ized

mentalJ-y retarded persons were tested first wich the ABLA and

then on a two-choice and four-choice vocationaÌ anal-ogue task

(Wacker, Kerr, & Carroll, 1-983) . Performance on the ABLA

predicted performance on the analogue t.asks for 1-l- of the 12

cÌients. Predictions for a Lwo-st.ep chained task were less

reliabl-e, however. In a second study, Wacker et ai-. (1983 )

evaluated the accuracy of predictions for a sort.ing task, based

on previous performarrce on the ABLA. Each of the nine clients'
performance was errorfessly predicted.

A study conducted by Martin, Yu, Quinn, and Patterson (1983)

al-so indicated the poLentiaÌ predictive power of t.he ABLA in

vocational skill acquisition. Four severely retarded cl-ients

participated in a study invoJ-ving two assenù¡Iy tasks. The tasks

incl-uded a waLer pack assembJ-y and a coffee pack assembly, with

each task cont.aining eighL chained steps. SLandard behavior

modification promptinq, chaining, and reinforcement strategies

were util-ized throughout training. Two of t.he clients learned

to perform the tasks after an average of 109 training trials.
However, afLer an average of 1-55 training trial-s, the other two

c]ients had stil-l- failed to reach criterion on either of the

Lasks.
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The authors examined the procedures for both tasks and

determined that auditory discriminations were required for

correct. performance. Al-l four clients were Lhen assessed with

t.he ABLA. The two clients who had succeeded in J-earningi t.he

assembly tasks had passed the combined auditory-visual

discrimination of the ABLA. In contrast, the two c]ients who had

failed to l-earn t.he assenùoly tasks were al-so unabl-e to pass the

visual, match-to-sample, auditory, or combined auditory-visual

discriminations. Subsequently, Lwo additional cl-ienLs who passed

the combj-ned auditory-visual discrimination were trained on the

assembly Lasks. Both cl-ients reached criterion on both tasks

within an average of 43 training trials.

These studies demonstrate the potential use of the ABLA as a

predictive toof for future performance on tasks commonly taught

t.o the developmentally disabled. A l-imitation of the availabl-e

research is tha[, in Lhe vocationa]- and prevocational areas,

analogue tasks have primarily been used to test for the

predictive vaÌidiLy of the ABLA. Only one st.udy has examined the

actual tasks used in vocational- Lraining programs, and t.hat study

invol-ved only two tasks (Martin et. âf ., l-983). No one has

examined the entire range of tasks typically ut.ilized in these

programs. Thus, although l-imit.ed research does demonstraLe the

predictive val-idiCy of t.he ABLA, its practical val-ue in actual
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programs has not been examined. Therefore, this study examined

t.he ABLA's predictíve validity using prevocational- tasks

typically employed in an adult training program. Thus, Lhe

practical- vafue of the ABLA in an applied set.tingi was assessed.

Statement of the Probl-em

In a typical prevocational training program staff at.tempt t.o

t.each a rang,e of tasks (perhaps as many as 30-40) to

developmental-1y disabl-ed clients - Unfortunat.ely alt.hough some of

the clj-ents readiJ-y learn the tasks, other clients learn some of

the tasks with gireat dif ficulty. It. would be desirabl-e j-f

training staff could predict ahead of time which tasks cl-ients

could learn with ease and which t.asks those client.s woul-d learn

only af Ler many training trial-s.

The purpose of the present investigation was to examine the

efficacy of the ABLA in predicting the performance of

deveJ-opmentally disabled ci-ients on cofirmon prevocationaÌ training

tasks. The hypothesis for this study was that the clients'
performance on the t.raining tasks woul-d be accurately predict.ed

from their performance on the ABLA. Specifically, it was

hypothes:-zed t.hat.: (a) clients who passed only the motor

dj-scriminations (Levei- l- and 2) of the ABLA would fearn only t.he

tasks requiring motor discriminations and would fail to fearn

those tasks requiring higher level discriminaLions; (b) clients
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who passed the motor and visual discriminations (Levels I, 2, 3

and 4) of the ABLA would learn only those tasks requiring motor

and visual discriminations, and would fail to learn those tasks

requiring hígher l-evel discriminatíons; and (c) client.s who

passed motor, visual, and audit.ory discriminat.ions (Level-s I

through 6) of the ABLA, would also l-earn all- of the training

tasks; that is Lhey would fearn those tasks requiring motor,

visual, and auditory discriminations.

Method

Participants

A t.otal- of fifty developmentaJ-ly disabled individual-s who

are resídents of the St. Amant Centre were initially assessed

with the ABLA. Individuals were tested until at l-east three

participants were found who tesLed at each of t.he following

levels: (1) participants who passed ABLA level-s 1 and 2 and

fail-ed l-eve1s 3, 4, 5, and 6 (motor group) ; (2) participanLs who

passed ABLA level-s L, 2, 3, and 4, and fail-ed l-evels 5 and 6

(visual group) ; (3) participants who passed ABLA l-evel-s 1 through

6 (audit.ory group) . The one exception to t.his was that onJ-y two

participants were avail-abl-e in the motor group. In addiLion to

the ABLA assessment, standard information from agency files was

obt.ained reqarding level- of f unctioning.
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The subjects in the motor group consisted of one 29 year

oJ-d profoundly retarded femal-e and one seven year ol-d moderately

ret.aidéd mafe. The visual- group consisted of one 28 year oJ-d

male, one 35 year ol-d mal-e, and one 34 year old male. Standard

agency files did not include information on t.he second cÌient in

relation Lo degree of retardation; the first and third c.Lient in

[his group were classified as moderately ment.ally retarded. The

auditory group consisted of one 22 year ol-d female (degree of

retardation not avail-able) , one 2B year ol-d moderatel-y mentally

retarded female, and one 30 year old mildly mentaÌl-y retarded

male.

Settinq and Material-s.

Test.ing and training took place in an assessment room in the

Psychologry Department at the St. Arnant Cent.re. During initial

ABLA assessments and training of the tasks, participants sat at a

tabte across from the examiner. If the participant was in a

wheelchair the examiner sat on a low chil-d's table across from

the part.icipant so that Lhey were at eye level with one another.

An additional observer was seaLed behind the participant.

The ABLA Tasks. The ABLA tasks involved the following

materials: a yellow can measuring 1-3 cm in diameter and l-6 .5 cm

in height, a red box with dark red st.ripes measuring 15 cm x 15

cm x 10 cflì, a red striped bl-ock measuring 3.8 cm x 3.8 cm x 3.7
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crTt, and a yel-low cylinder measuring 3 . B cm in diameter and 9 cm

in height. An irregularJ-y shaped pi-ece of whiLe f oam

approximateJ-y 5 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm was also incÌuded-

Traininq Tasks. \zpicaÌ training tasks in the adul-t

activity program at the St. Amant Centre were examined to

determine the discrimination l-evel-s required of clients in order

to perform the tasks. In order to provide a wide range of tasks

which inci-uded a number of different discriminat.ion Ievels, some

of the tasks were slightly modified versions of the ones observed

in the training program. The researcher classified the tasks

according to the ABLA (See Appendix A) and presented the tasks to

three independent judges, each of whom were highly experienced

with the ABLA. Each judge had spent a minimum of 20 hours

sLudying descriptions of each of the ABLA tasks and t.he criterion

for scoring; a minimum of ten hours observing cl-ients being

assessed; and had themsel-ves tested a minimum of 30 clients wich

The ABLA.

Prior to presenting the training tasks the ABLA was briefl-y

reviewed with the judges. This review incl-uded the material-s

required for each of the ]evels, the instructions given to the

client, the response required, and the discrimination level that

each of the ABLA i-evel-s involved. FolJ-owing this review the

tasks were presented to each of the judges in verbal form. This
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description included the materíal-s required t.o perform the task,

the posi-tion of each of the stimul-us objects (in relation Lo each

other and the client), the instructions given to Lhe cl-ient. to

perform the task, and the response required of the client to

perform the task correct.ly. To ensure independence in scoring

each of the judges sat approximat.ely one meter from each ot.her.

The researcher sat in front of the judges and gave the verbal

description of each of the tasks - After hearing the description

the judges independently recorded the discrimination l-evel- that

they considered the task Lo require (i.e., they indicat.ed which

l-evel of the ABLA the cl-ient woul-d be required to have in their

repert.oire in order to perform the task correctly) . IOR's were

then comput.ed by dividing the number of agreements by the number

of agreements and disagreements and multiplying by 100.

A total- of l-9 tasks were presenLed in random order Lo the

judges. Results indicated that there was 1-00U agreement on L6 of

the 1,9 tasks between each of t.he judqes. There was 66.72

agreement on one of the tasks (Task 1-6) and 0? agreemenL on two

of the tasks (Tasks 12 and 19).

From the list of 1,9 tasks, six were chosen for incl-usion in

t.raining. The considerations used in determining which of the

tasks were to be used as trainJ-ng tasks included t.he following:

l_ ) roR's :
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There had to be 1002 ag-reement between the original scoring and

the three judgres as to which level of discrimination was required

in order to perform tLie Lask correctly.

2) Required Discrimination Level:

T\,vo of the tasks had to require motor discriminations, two had to

require visual discriminations, and t.wo had to requíre auditory

discriminations.

3 ) Pract.ical- Considerations:

The materials that. were necessary to perform the tasks had to be

ones that could be easiJ-y accessed (e.g., the task requiring the

typewriter v/as ruled ouL as it was noL accessibl-e to the

researcher) .

4) Only One Level per Task:

An attempt was made to ensure that. possible confounding

rel-ationships did not. exist. An exampJ-e of a conf ounding

relationship can be seen in the sound/motor toy (Task 4). This

task was rul-ed out for incl-usion as a position discriminat.ion

t.ask because of the reinforcing quality it may have for some

clients. For example, for some residenLs, the noise and/or

vibrat.ion that the toy makes appears to be a reinforcer. Thus,

this task may invol-ve a direct response-reinf orcer rel-at.ionship.

That is, the target response is functional in the sense that. it

occurs directly within t.he chain of responses required for the
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subject to produce a reinforcer (Koegrel & Williams, 1980).

Research examining the direct response-reinforcer relationship

has demonstrated its superiority over an indírect response-

reinforcer rel-ationship in obtaining rapid acquisition of

behaviors (e.q., Koegel & WifIiams, 1980 ; Wil-liams, Koeqel, and

EgeJ-, 1981) . Since the possibility existed t.hat this may

confound the results, the sound/motor toy task was disregarded

for inclusion in the training tasks.

The training tasks included a veÌcro-board imitation task, a

block position discrimination task, a paper ripping visual

discrimination task, âD envelope stuffing match-to-sample task, a

vel-cro-board auditory discrimination task, and a pegboard

auditory-visual combined discriminatíon task. Details of each of

t.hese tasks wil-1 be described later.

Kerr and Meyerson ABLA data sheets were used for aII ABLA

assessments (See Appendix B) . Data sLreets model-l-ed aft.er the

ones used by Kerr and Meyerson were used for all- of Ehe training

Lasks (See appendices C-H). A procedural checkl-ist similar to

that used by Smyk and Martin (1985) was also used for t.he

training tasks (see Appendix T) .

Procedure

Fol-lowing assessment on the ABLA, each group of part.icipants

was gíven traj-ning on the t.raining tasks (described below) .
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Training sessions were approximately 30 minutes in length

(approximately 30 training t.rials) and were conducted twice a

day, t.hree times a week. An additional assessment was made on

specific l-evels of the ABLA if the resulL on a training task was

inconsistent with the initial ABLA assessment (i.e., if a cl-ient

passed a specific ABLA level but failed the training task

requiring the same Ìevel or af ternatively , if a cl-ient fail-ed a

specific ABLA l-evel but passed the training task requiring the

same level) .

Assessment Tasks. The ABLA assessment tasks were

administered in t.he fol-l-owing order: (1) fmiLation; (2) Posit.ion

Discrimination; (3 ) Visua.l- Discrimination i (4 )Match-to Sampf e;

(5) Auditory Discrimination; (6) Combined Auditory and Visual

Discrimination. The assessment was conducted as described by

Kerr, €t al-. (1917 ) and as summarized earlier.

Each task was Lested until- either eight consecutive correcE

responses occurred (passing criterion) or eighL cumul-ative errors

occurred (failingr criterion) .

Traininq Tasks. The t.raining tasks were administered in

exactly t.he order as those of the ABLA tasks (i.e., ImiLation,

Position, Visuaf , Match-to-Sample, Auditory, and Auditory-Visual

Combined) . The procedure for'training on the prevocational-

training tasks followed the procedure for administering the ABLA
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test. During training the experiment.er sat across from the

client. Prior to testing, the experimenter demonstrated the

correct response, physical-J-y guided the client. Lo perform the

correct response, and then required the client to perform the

Lask unassisted. This procedure continued until- the client was

abl-e to respond unassisted. Testing on the task then began.

Following a correct response, verbal- praise was given and

edibles were given occasionally (for example within a given

session clients received reinforcement an average of every fift.h

t.o eighth t.rial-), throughout. Lesting. Foll-owing an error the

tester demonstrat.ed the correct response, physically guided Che

client to perform the correct response, and offered the client

t.he opportunity to respond unassisted. This error correction

procedure continued until the client. responded correctly without

prompting, or unt.if a failure criterion was met. Praise for a

successfuf correcLion was given and a new trial- was then

presented.

Trials were presenled on each training task until eicher

eight consecutive correct responses occurred (passing criterion)

or L20 Lraining trials had occurred (failing criterion). The

raLional-e for using this stringent fail-ure criLerion (versus the

l-ess st.ringent ABLA criterion of eight. cumulative errors) was Lo

tesL for the stabil-ity of the resul-ts. That. is, if the clients
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failed to pass a level when the failing criterion was 15 times

more stringent than the ABLA failure criterion, t.hen it woul-d be

a more convincing demonstration of the difficulty with which a

clienL is abl-e Lo learn, oT the resistance to learning. The only

exception to this rul-e was for task 1 which will- be discussed

l-ater.

The details for administering t.he training tasks are described

below -

Task 1 (Imitation: Vel-cro Board) . Task l- involved t.he

foll-owinq material-s: a whit.e board measuring 30.5 cm x 40.5 cm

with two velcro strips 30.5 cm x 5 cm running horizontal-ly across

the board, a red block measuring 4 cm x 4 cm x 2.5 cm with a

strip of velcro running- across it, and a yellow bal-l- measuring

l-6.5 cm in circumference and 5 L/4 cm in diameter with a strip of

velcro around the circumference.

For task 1 the whit.e velcro board was placed in front of the

cl-ient and t.he tester demonstrated with verbal- expÌanation and

put the red bl-ock onto t.he velcro board. The cl-ient was then

required to do the same following the verbal prompt., "Put it on. "

This process was then repeated with the yeIlow ball. The client

was required to make four consecutive correct responses with each

of the two stimulus objects. An incorrect response was

considered if the client picked up the stimul-us object and placed
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it anywhere other than on one of the two velcro strips on the

board.

Task 2 (Position DiscriminaLion: Blocks) . Task 2 incl-uded

the fol-l-owing mat.erial-s: a tin can measuringT 1,2.8 cm in diameter

and L2 cm in heig'ht, a yellow bl-ock measuring 3.5 cm x 3.5 cm x 4

crn, and a bl-ue bl-ock measuring 3.5 cm x 3.5 cm x 4 cm.

For this task the tin can was placed in front of the client

wiLh the yelÌow block positioned to the right of the can and the

blue btock positioned to the left of the can. The blocks

remained in a stable posit:-on, and fol-l-owing the verbal- prompt,

"Put it in" the client was required to place the block on the

right (yetlow block) into the can. An incorrect response was

considered if the cl-ient picked up the block on the left (bl-ue

block) and placed it. into the can.

Task 3 (Visual- Discrimination: Paper Rippinq). Task 3

involved computer paper measuring 24.L3 cm x 27 .94 cm wit.h L.27

cm vert.ical right and left. perforations. The perforations were

colored red on one side and black on t.he other wiLh tears of 3 .5

cm on each side to aid the client in tearing off the strip.

For task 3 the client. was present.ed with a sheet of computer

paper. The position of the paper was randomly alternated such

that the red perforations were sometimes on the l-eft. and

sometimes on the right.. Foll-owing the verbal- prompt, "Rip it",
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t.he cl-ient was required to tear off the strip of perforations

t.hat were cofored red- An error was considered if the client

t.ore of f the strip of perf orations col-ored black -

Task 4 (Match-to-Sampl-e: Envel-ope St.uffinq). Task 4

included t.he f oll-owing material-s: a brown envelope measuring 4I

cm x 29 cfiì, a brown sheet of fol-ded paper (resembling a folded

letter) measuring 33 cm x 1-1.5 cÍì, a whiLe envelope measuring

1-6-5 cm x 9.4 cft, and a white folded sheet of paper measuring

l-0.9cmx7cm.
For Lask 4 a large brown and a small- white envelope were

placed in front of the cl-ient. The position of the envelopes

were randomly alternat.ed- On each trial, the cl-ient was

presented with either a smal-l- white folded piece of paper or a

large brown fotded piece of paper. Folj-owing the verbal prompt,

"Where does it go? " , the cl-ient. had to place the white piece of

paper into the white envelope or Lhe brown piece of paper int.o

the brown envelope. An incorrect response was considered if Lhe

client. placed the brown piece of paper int.o the white enveJ-ope or

t.he whiLe piece of paper iilto the brown envelope. (Note: Because

the brown piece of paper was too J-arge to fit int.o Lhe white

envelope in its' entirety, a cl-ient. simply had to place a corner

of the paper int.o the enveÌope in order for an error to be

scored. )
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Task 5 (Auditorv DiscriminaLion: Velcro Board) . Task 5

involved the f oltowing material-s: a whj-te pl-astic board measuring

30.5 cm x 40-5 cm with two strips of velcro measuring 30.5 cm x 5

cm each running horizontal-Iy across the board, a yellow bal-I

measuring 16.5 cm in circumference and 5 I/4 cm in diameter wi[h

a st.rip of vefcro running around the circumference, and a red

square bl-ock measuringr 4 cm x 4 cm x 2 .5 cm with a strip of

velcro running across it.

For task 5 the velcro board was placed in front of the

client along with a yellow balÌ and a red square block. The

square was pJ-aced to the l-eft of the client and the ball- was

placed to the right of the client.. Both objects remained in a

stable position. Foll-owing the verbal prompt, "YeIlow baf f ", the

client was required to place the ball onto t.he vel-cro board.

Following the verbal prompt., "Red square", the cl-ient was

required to place the square onLo the vel-cro board. The prompt.

"Yeltow ball-" \,vas spoken in a fow tone of voice at a very sfow

speed. In contrast, the prompt "Red square" was spoken in a high

pitched tone at a very fast speed, An incorrect response was

considered if the cl-ient picked up the incorrect st.imul-us object

and placed it onto the vel-cro board.

Task 6 (Auditorv-Visual- Combined Discrimination: Peqboard).

Task 6 invol-ved the f ol-lowing material-s: a pegboard measuring 41,
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cm x B cm x 3.5 cm (the pegboard had four rubber plungers

attached t.o t.he botLom of it, when standing on these pJ-ungers the

height. of the board was 5.0 cm from the table) , six blue standard

size gol-f tees, and six white standard size golf tees.

For task 6 the cl-ient was presenLed with t.he pegboard with

six blue golf tees inserLed on one side and six whit.e golf tees

inserted on the other side. The two different col-ored tees were

separated in the middte wit.h eight holes that were empty. The

position of t.he pegboard was randomJ-y alternated such t.hat the

bl-ue tees were sometimes on the left and sometimes on the right.

FoJ-lowing the verbal prompt, "White peg", Lhe cl-ient was required

to remove a whit.e peg from the pegboard. Fol-lowing the verbal

prompt, "BIue tee", the cl-ient was required to remove a blue peg

from the board. "White peg" was spoken in a low tone of voice at

a very slow speed. In contrasL, "Blue Lee" was spoken in a very

high pitched tone of voice at a very fast speed. An incorrect

response was scored if the cl-ient removed a peg of t.he incorrect

color.

Experimental- desiqn

Each subj ect, af ter having been assessed on t.he ABLA was

pJ-aced into either the motor group, the visual group, or the

auditory qroup. Training began with each group on the motor
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trained on the visuaf tasks, and f inalJ-y, or the audiLory

prevocational tasks.

The pass/fa:-l pattern of each subject on the t.raining tasks

was then compared to the predictions prevíously made in order Lo

determine the number of correct predictions. Counterbalancing

was noL used for the training tasks since it was noL expected

that. an order effect would occur given t.hat the ABLA tasks are

hierarchical. fn addition, if a practice effect was to occur, iL

woul-d operate ag¡ainst. the predicted paLtern of responding. That

is, if for example, a client passed only the motor

discriminations of the ABLA and was subsequently trained on the

motor and visual prevocational t.asks, he or she woul-d Iikely

l-earn Lhe visual tasks if a practice effect was to occur. This

runs counter to the predicted outcome tha[ t.he c]-ient woul-d fearn

only t.hose tasks requirinq motor discriminations. Thus,

attempting to teach t.he training tasks in the order of motor,

visual, and auditory Lasks provided a strong LesL of the

predictive power of the ABLA.

Reliability Assessments. Interobserver rel-iabil-ity checks

(IOR's) were conducLed for all- subjects on the ABLA assessments

and on 632 of the training sessions. For t.he reliability checks,

t.wo observers independentJ-y and simultaneously recorded the
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responses of a client. IOR scores on correct responses durinq a

session were cal-culated by dividing t.he number of agreemenLs by

the number of agreements plus disagreemenLs and mul-tiplying by

100. The IOR's conducLed during the ABLA assessments were l-00%

for all- clients. The IOR's conducted during the training

sessions rangied from 95? to 1002, with B7Z of them being

1_00u.

Procedural retiabitity checks were obtained on 632 of the

training sessions to ensure that the procedures were implemented

as out.l-ined above (See Appendix I for the proceduraf checklist).

That. is, the observers recorded whether or not modeÌIing,

opport.unities for t.he cl-ient Lo respond, and appropriate feedback

were provided as specified for the ABLA test. Procedural-

reliability scores were cal-culated in the same manner as above

for fOR assessments of the subject's response. For al-l- sessions

procedural reliabilities were 100?.

SociaI Val-idat.ion. Behavior modificat.ion research typicalJ-y

employs social validat.ion measures on three main areas. One of

t.hese areas involves the acceptability of t.he procedures

utilized. No formal- validation of t.he ABLA procedure was

conducted in this study as it. has been st.andardized by Kerr and

Meyerson (1971 ) and accepted in the literature. Another area of

social- va]-idity concerns the goal of the study. The groal of
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using the ABLA t.o predict future performance on prevocational-

training tasks was socialÌy validated by administering a

questionnaire to a group of staff that included two department

heads and seven front line staff at St. Amant. Centre (See

Appendix J) . The third area of social val-idat.ion concerns the

results of the study. The resufts were socially validated by

administering a questionnaire to t.he same group of St.. Amant

staff as well- as an additional five front line workers who had

joined the program subsequent to the initial survey (See Appendix

K) .

Resul t s

Trials to the pass or fail criterion during the ABLA

assessment are presented in Table 1.

The minimum number of triats to reach criterion v¡as eight,

while the maximum was 24. This "Speed" with which the c.l-ients

reached criterion confirms previous findings that. t.he cl-ients

were under very effective stimul-us control- or not under stimuÌus

control- at all- (e.g., Kerr, Meyerson, and Ffora, 7977) .
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Table 1

Trial-s to Criterion on ABLA Tasks

D

tr

Pass

Fai l

Motor

LEVELS

Visual Auditory

Subj ect

1

2

J

4

5

6

l

B

1-

B (P)

B (P)

B (P)

B (P)

B (P)

B (P)

B (P)

8 (P)

)

1t- (P)

l_0 (P)

B (P)

B (P)

1-6 (P)

e (P)

B (P)

I (P)

')
J

10 (F)

24 (F)

1s (P)

r_0 ( P)

14 (P)

8 (P)

10 (P)

8 (P)

4

B (F)

11(F)

B (P)

t2 (P)

17 (P)

I (P)

B (P)

B (P)

5

10 (F)

14 (F)

r-7 (F)

11(F)

11 (F)

B (P)

1_6 (P)

16 (P)

6

l-2 (F)

t_6 (F)

17 (F)

17 (F)

19 (F)

B (P)

B (P)

9 (P)

Table 2 presents trial-s to criterion on the six

prevocational- training tasks.

These resul-Ls echo the above findings (i.e., Lhe cl-ients

were either under very effective stimulus control or not under

st.imul-us control at all), and also confirms previous findings

that. failed l-evels are very dif ficult to teach (e.9., Witt and
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Wacker, 19 B 1- )

P = Pass

F = Fail

Level- :

Subj ect

L

2

')
J

/1

5

6

1

oo

Motor

12

1_20 (F) B (P)

B (P) 14 (P)

V]-SUAI

34
1-20 (F) 120 (F)

r20(F) 120(F)

Audit.orv

5

120 (F)

120 (F)

Table 2

Trials to Cri-terion on Prevocationaf Tasks

Predictions of Pass Predictions of Fail

6

120 (F)

r20 (F)

I (P)

8 (P)

B (P)

B (P)

I (P)

8 (P)

B (P)

l-0 (P)

se (P)

I (P)

B (P)

B (P)

I (P)

I (P)

120 (F)

B (P)

I (P)

1_1 ( P)

B (P)

I (P)

10 (P)

I (P)

B (P)

B (P)

2r (P)

120 (F)

1_20 (F)

120 (F)

12 0 (F)

120 (F)

B (P)

17 (P)

B (P)

I (P)

34 (P)

17 (P)
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Table 3 presents predicted performance and the percentage of

predictions that were confirmed.

TabÌe 3

Prediction of Performance

Tasks

Subj ectlGroup

1 /MoLor

2 /MoLor

3 /VisuaI

4/Visual

5 /Visual-

6/Auditory

7 /Auditory

8/Audit.ory

L2

---* Pass

Pass Pass

Pass Pass

Pass Pass

Pass Pass

Pass Pass

Pass Pass

Pass Pass

34
Fail- Fail-

Fail Fail-

Pass Pass

Pass Pass

---* Pass

Pass Pass

Pass Pass

Pass Pass

56

Fai l- Fai l

Fail- Fai l

---* Fail

Fail FaiI

Fail FaiI

Pass Pass

Pass Pass

Pass Pass

Z Correctly

Predicted
o?
OJ

100

B3

100

B3

100

t-00

100

Percent Predicted Correctly:

81 .5 t_00 87 .5 t_00 87.5 100

---* InaccuraLe prediction

All predictions for Client.s 2, 4, 6, 7 and B were confirmed
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Predicted performance was confirmed for al-I but one task (83å)

for Clients 1-, 3, and 5 . Performance on tasks 2 , 4, and 6 were

100U accurately predicted. Performance on tasks I, 3, and 5 were

accurately predicted B'7.5e" of the time. Overaff , out of 48

predictions, 45 (or 94e") were conf irmed.

The pass /faíJ- patterns of the participants on the ABLA (and

in all but three instances of the training tasks) confirm

previous findings of the hierarchical naLure of the ABLA (e.9.,

Kerr & Meyerson, L977; Martin, Yu, Quinn, & PatLerson, 1983).

That. is, wiCh very few exceptj-ons, every individuaf who passed

certain leve] of the A,BLA (and t.he training tasks) also passed

l-ower levels; converse.ì-y when a level was fail-ed, al-l- higher

Ievels were also failed.

FoJ-J-owing training on the prevocational- tasks, Clients L, 3,

and 5 were retested on the ]evel of the ABLA that had shown an

inconsistency with the predictions made. Cl-ient 1 passed Level 1

of the ABLA but failed t.he first training task. When retested on

Level 1- of the ABLA, she passed. C1ient 3 fail-ed Level- 5 of the

ABLÀ but passed the Auditory training task. When retest.ed on

Level- 5 of t.he ABLA, he failed. Client 5 passed Level- 3 of t.he

ABLA but faited t.he visual training Lask. When ret.ested on Levef

3 of the ABLA, he passed. Thus, Lwo cl-ients passed a particular

l-evel of the ABLA but failed to learn the corresponding training

q

at
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task; one cl-ient fail-ed an ABLA level but went on to learn the

training task.

To assess the social validity of the goals of Lhe research,

a questionnaire (See Appendix J) was given to nine staff directly

involved in t.he training of mentalJ-y handicapped residents at St.

Amant Centre. The questionnaire was given to the staff

fol-Iowing a brief presentation which included an overview of the

ABLA, past research on the predict.ive ability of t.he ABLA, and

the aim of the currenL research study. Seven of the staff were

teachers in the adult activity program, one was the director of

occupational therapy, and one was the coordinator of psychology.

Table 4 presents resufts of the social val-idation questionnaire

on the goals of the study.

Table 4

Resufts of a Sociaf Validat.ion Ouestionnaire on the Goals of the

Research

StrongJ-y Agree=5

Agree=4

Undecided=3

Disagree=2

Strongly Disagree=1
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Tabl-e 4 Continued

The percentage of respondents answerinq each of the following

statements in terms of the above categories are

represented bel-ow each of the numbered categ¡ories.

l-. The goal of this study is one which I 2 3 4 5

has important. implications for training

mentafly handicapped cl-ients in the pre-

vocational- t.raining program at the St.

Amant Centre.

552 452

2. The goal of this study is one which L 2 3 4 5

has important implications for training IIZ 553 342

mental-J-y handicapped cÌients in other ì

programs within St. Amant Centre as wel-l-

as in other agencies.

3. The goal is one which I personally I 2 3 4 5

feel- is worthy of furt.her study. 55% 45e"

The following questions were answered on Lhe assumption that. the

ABLA does have predictive validity for prevocational training.
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TabÌe 4 Continued

4. The use of t.he ABLA woul-d provide

a better metkrod of matching the train-

ing demands of different Lasks to the

Iearning abilities of clienLs Lhan any

currently in use.

5. The use of t.he ABLA woul-d improve

the efficiency of t.he prevocational

training program.

6. The use of the ABLA would J-mprove

t.he effectiveness of the prevocational-

Lraining program.

7 . The use of t.he ABLA woul-d prove

to be cost-effective.

B. The goal is importanL to the cl-ient

themselves, in t.he sense t.hat. t.heir po-

t.ent.ial could be more fulJ-y real-ized.

9. The goal is important to me per-

sonally, in the sense that I would be

more ef f ective in t.eaching clients.

2345
22.52 552 22 -5e"

2345
tLz 552 342

234

L7Z 232 33?

rJ

332

45
222 22e"

45
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L0z

45
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Tabfe 4 Continued

10. I would use the ABLA for future I 2 3 4 5

cl-ienLs Lo sefect the Lasks that I

wouÌd attempt Lo teach them.

342 2LZ 452

Out of the ten statements presented, six of them (i.e., l-,

2,3, 5, B, 9) were responded to with strong agreement or

agreement by at least 89% of the respondents. Of the remaining

four questions, three of them (i.e., 4, 6,10) were responded to

with strongi agreement or agreement by at leasl 662 of the

respondents, whil-e the remaining question (i.e., 7) was answered

in this manner by 44ql. of the respondents. None of the

respondents strongl-y disagrreed with any of the statemenLs, and

only two of t.he statements (i.e., 6, 1) were answered with

disagreement, and then by only one individual in each case.

Thus, overafl the respondents indicated thaL Lhe goal of using

the ABLA to predict. performance on prevocational- tasks, is an

important and practical- one.

To assess the social- validity of the results of the

research, a questionnaire (See Appendix K) was administered to

t.he same group of staff Lhat assessed the goals of the research

as wefl- as an additional- five front line workers who had joined
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the program subsequent to the init.ial- survey. The questionnaire

was given to the staff following a brief presentation which

included an overvíew of the ABLA, past research on the predictive

validity of the ABLA, the goal and the procedure of the currenL

research, and the resufts of the research. Tabl-e 5 presenLs

results of the social validat.ion questionnaire on the goal-s of

t.he st.udy.

Tabl-e 5

Results of a Sociaf Validation Ouestionnaire on the Results of

the Research

Strongly Agree=5

Agree=4

Undecided=3

Disagree=2

StrongJ-y Disagree=1

The percentage of respondents answering each of t.he

following statements in terms of the above categories are

represenLed below each of the numbered categories.
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Table 5 Continued

L. The results of Lhis st.udY have I

important impJ-ícations for training

mentally handicapped clients in the pre-

vocational training program at the St. Amant

Centre.

2. The results of this study have

imporLant implications for training

mentalJ-y handicapped clients in other

programs within St. Amant Centre as we]Ì

as in other aqencies.

3. The goal is one which I personally

feel is worthy of further study.

4. The use of the ABLA woul-d provide

a better method of maLching the train-

ing demands of different tasks to t.he

learning abilities of cl-ients than any

currently in use.

5. The use of Ehe ABLA woul-d improve

the efficiency of the prevocational-

training program.

45
7 9Z 2re"

34
7Z 7r "5e"

5

a1 EO-ZI--)'ô

JTJ

86Z 1,42

345

3r% 6LZ 8Z

34
292 642

5

'79
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Table 5 Continued

6. The use of the ABLA would improve L 2 3 4 5

the effect.iveness of the prevocational 292 642 7Z

training program.

7 - The use of the ABLA would prove t 2 3 4 5

to be cosL-effective. 313 692

B. The results are important to Ehe I 2 3 4 5

cl-ient Lhemsefves, in t.he sense that. 7Z 72 192 7Z

their potent.ial could be more fulJ-y

real-ized.

9. The resufts are important to me per- L 2 3 4 5

sonally, in the sense that I woul-d be BU BU 692 L5Z

more ef f ective in teaching cl-ients.

10 - I would use t.he ABLA f or fuLure 1' 2 3 4 5

clients to sel-ect the tasks that I

would at.Lempt to teach t.hem.

BZ 232 3BZ 3LZ

Out of the ten statements presenLed, five of them (i.e., 1,

2, 3, 8, 9) were responded to with strong agreement or agreement

by at least 84eo of the respondents. The remaining five questions

(i.e., 4, 5, 6, J, 10) were responded to with strong agireement or

aqreement by at l-east 692 of the respondenLs. T\^/o of the
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sLatements (i.e., 9, 10) were responded to with disagreement and

one of the statemen[s (i.e., B) was responded to wiCh strong

disagreemenL. In each case only one respondent answered with a

negative to the statements. These results echo t.he findings from

the social- val-idat.ion questionnaire on t.he goals of the research.

That is, overall the respondents indicated that the resul-ts of

the research have strong implícations for Leaching the

developmentally disabled.

Díscussion

The present investigation demonstrated that one is abl-e to

predict. future performance on prevocatíonal- training tasks on the

basis of past performance on the ABLA wiCh a high degree of

retiability. From a total of 48 predictions 45 (or 942) were

confirmed. These resufts support and extend previous research

findings that the ABLA is a valid and reliable assessment tool

for predicting an individual's future performance (e.9.,

Tharinger, Schall-ert, Kerr, L977; Wacker, Kerr, & CarrolI, 1983).

AtJ- predicLions were confirmed for five of the eight

subjects. A number of possibilities exist for the three

instances where the pass/faiJ- pattern of t.he cl-ienLs was not

confirmed. One possibility is that the t.raining tasks were not

true measures of each of the discriminations required to perform
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the corresponding ABLA task. This is unlikely however, si-nce

IOR's for classification of these tasks was l-00%, and the other

clients' performance was accurately predicted on Lhese same

tasks. Another possibility is that certain aspects of the tasks

themselves were reinforcing for the individual-, which may have

strengthened behaviors incompatibl-e with learning the task to

passing criterion. For example, Ctient 1 passed the imitation

task of the ABLA but fail-ed the t.raining task. This client

engaged in an alternative response consistent.ly througrhout each

of Lhe LzO training trial-s on t.he training task. Specifically,

this cl-ienL continuousl-y placed the block over top of the velcro

board as opposed to sticking it onto the velcro board. Thus, the

possibility exisLs that. this response was in itsel-f reinforcing

to her. Anot.her possibility for the inconsistencies in

performance is t.hat the cl-ient. had a position preference Ehat did

noL coincide with the position of the correcL stimul-us object..

Glenn, Whal-ey, Ward, & Buck (1980) discussed t.his dif f iculty as a

form of st.imulus oversefectiviLy. If reinforcemenL is contingent

on responding to t.he S-dee rather than the S-de1ba in a two-

choice visual discrimination, when this position is randomJ-y

alLernated, then a response stereotype of responding t.o bhe Same

location is reinforced, on average, every second response. This

schedule appears to maintain responding at high sLrength, and
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attention t.o the experimentally relevant variable (form, color,

síze, etc-) faits to occur (Glenn et âL, 1980). If a response

st.ereotype did exist for one or more of these clients it would

not necessarily demonstrate itself during all training tasks.

Wacker, Kerr, & Carrol-f (l-983 ) provided evidence that the

ABLA is useful- in predicting performance on vocational- tasks.

The tasks that were used however were analoglie tasks. Only one

study has been conducted Lhat has used an actual vocational task

to examine the predj-ctive validity of the ABLA. Martin, Yu,

Qui-nn, and Patterson (1983) demonst.rated the predictive vaJ-idity

of the ABLA with four subjects on performance of two assembJ-y

tasks. Thus while Ehe current research replicates previous

findings it afso exLends past research by utilizing a varieLy of

tasks currentl-y used in an adul-t prevocaLional t.raining program.

The current study has provided strongi evidence for the

predict.ive val-idity of the ABLA. These findings have important

implications for training the ment.ally handicapped. Teachers

wil-l- be able to predict future performance on prevocational tasks

on the basis of past performance on the ABLA, and aS a result,

t.his device can be used to sel-ect. and sequence tasks tailored Lo

each individual's need. For example , íf a cl-ient has passed the

Position Discrimination and has fail-ed all- higher level-s of Ehe

ABLA, more rapid learninq wil-l occur on those t.raining tasks
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which require primariJ-y motor díscriminat.ions. Thus, Lasks wibh

which the client. is likel-y to succeed can be chosen, raLher t.han

wasting t.ime and effort. attempt.inq to teach cl-ients tasks which

they do not. have t.he prerequisite skills Lo l-earn. This does not

mean t.hat one shoul-d progiram only those tasks requiring

discrimination skills that an individual- currentfy has in their

repertoire. Research has demonstrated that it is possible to

teach a previously fail-ed fevel . For example, I,'7alker, Graham,

and Martin (l-991) were successful- in t.eaching a fail-ed auditory

discrimination to four developmentally disabled cl-ients.

Similarly, Hazen, Szendrei, and Martin (1989) trained a

previously failed match-to-sample discrimination to three

developmentally disabl-ed cl-ients- These st.udies however, made

use of a multiple component training package which consisted of

more extensive procedures (e.g., within-stimulus prompt fading, a

direct response-reinforcer rel-aLionship, and response preclusion

for incorrect responses) Lhan standard behavioral prompLing

procedures. It is unlikely that typically-trained teachers of

t.he developmentally disabled woul-d have the necessary resources

or skilts to use these procedures with each of their cl-ients.

One should also bear in mind that failed ABLA level-s are

resiStant to st.andard training t.echniques. For example, Witt and

Wacker (1981) at.t.empted to Lrain a failed auditory discrimination
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usinq traditional prompt-fading techniques. Even after 500

training trial-s none of the cl-ients acquired t.he discrimination.

Thus, although one shoufd attempt to train t.asks requiring higher

level- discriminaLions when the expertise to do so is available,

t.he majority of the tasks should require only those skills

currently in an individual-'s repertoire.

In addition to allowing one to sefect and sequence tasks

according to each individual's needs, the fact. that. the ABLA has

been shown to be a reliable predictive Lool- allows one to

determine how the tasks they are currently using in their

curriculum may be modified in order for the client to more

readily fearn them. For example, if the majority of [he tasks

currently selected for an individuat involve auditory tasks and

the individual- has passed only Lhe moLor and visual- levels of the

ABLA, the teacher coul-d modify t.he tasks or inst.ructions in such

a way that only visual cues are required to perform the Lask.

The implications for predicting which tasks an individual j-s

capable of performing on the basis of the ABLA may not be limited

to se1ecting and sequencing t.raining tasks. The results of this

research might al-so have implications for identifying causes of

problem behaviors of cl-ient.s. It is possibte that. if an

individual is currently part.icipat.ing in t.asks t.hat require

higher discrimination fevels than the individual is capable of
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performing, t.hat person may not be experiencing any reinforcement.

for his/her attempts Lo perform the Lasks- As a result, it is

possible that such individuals will engage in inappropriate

behaviors in an aLtempt to receive or recruit reinforcement.

SimilarJ-y , íf an individual is consistentJ-y working on tasks that

require much }ower discrimination skil-ls t.han he/she is

currently capable of, the individual may get bored and begin

act.ing out in an effort to obtain reinforcement el-sewhere. Given

the wide rangie of j-nappropriate behaviors frequently disp]-ayed by

developmentally delayed individuals, and their inability to

communicate, teachers musL be alert to t.raini-ng tasks that might

indirectly increase inappropriate behaviors of clients. If one

can program tasks at which an individual is likely to succeed

while at the same t.ime provide t.asks t.hat are challenging to thaL

individual-, it is possibl-e that the frequency of inappropriate

behaviors that that person might displ-ay woul-d decrease. This in

turn would be J-ikely to increase on-task behaviors, and thus make

it. more likely Lhat the c.l-ient woul-d benefit from the learning

experience.

In sufiìmary, Lhe resufts of the current research findings

have provided s[rong evidence for Lhe val-ue of t.he ABLA as a

predictive tool. The resufts have demonstrated t.hat the ABLA is

a rel-iable predict.ive device in the conLext of training tasks
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current.ly empl-oyed in an adul-t prevocational training program.

Considering the limited resources available for teaching t.he

developmental-Iy disabled and the lack of such predict.ive devices,

such information has considerable value for teachers of

developmentally disabled persons .

Future research shoul-d assess t.he predictive validity of the

ABLA with other t.raining tasks used in training programs,

schools, and other agencies in the community. Additional

research might al-so address the practical issue of whether or not

teachers of the developmentally disabled wil-l- readily adopt the

ABLA as a predictive tool-. For example, it would be of inLerest

to examine the task content of programs currently in use bot.h

before and after results of ABLA assessments are made available

to Leachers of the developmentally disabled. That is, once

researchers have demonsLrated t.he potent.ial úal-ue of a behavioral

technique or assessment tool-, attention might t.hen be focused on

its acceptance by consumers (Bailey, 1991).
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Appendix A

ClassificaLi on of Prevocat.i-onal- Traininq Tasks
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Description of Prevocational Traininq Discrimination

Tasks Label-

(In comparison t.o ABLA test)

1. Pegrboard: Different pegs are Imitatron

inserted into the pegboard; the cl-ient is

required to remove the pegs one at a t.ime

and put them into a tin can.

2. Knitting Wheef: Client is required to Imitation

turn the handte of a knitting wheel-.

3. Sound/Motion Toy: Ctient can touch Imitation

one of t.hree pieces on a toy to make noise

and/or vibrations.

4. Velcro Board: Plastic board

with two strips of vel-cro

running widch wise across; two blocks in

f ront of Lhe client. Cl-ient required

Imitation

to put them onto the board one at. a Lime.

* 5. Pegboard: ClienL must. take one peg at Imitation

a time out of a container hol-ding pegs

of varying colors and pJ-ace them int.o the

hol-es of the pegboard.

6. Paper Shredder: Client is required to Imitation
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take pieces of paper off a tabl-e and put

them, one piece at a Lime, into a shreddj-ng

machi-ne.

1. Radio Swit.ch: Switch is pJ-aced in ImitaLion

front of t.he cl-ient, when pressed, the

radio comes on.

B. Pil-Iow Stuf fing: Stuf fing is placed Imitation

in front of the client, he/ she must push

t.he stuffing into the opening of a pillow-

g. Sander: Client is required to push a Imitation

sander back and forth across a piece of wood.

10. Can Crusher: Client is required to Sequence

take tin cans out of a garbage bag, put of

the tin into its' appropriate place in the 2-Choice

can crusher, push down on the handfe to Tactife

crush Lhe Lin, and put the crushed can

into a box.

* 11. Bl-ocks: Two bl-ocks of dif fering 2-Choice

cofors remain in a fj-xed position in

front of the client along with a tin

can. Cl-ient is required to consistently

pick up one of the blocks and place it

into the can.

Visual
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1-2. Embroidery: Client has pJ-astic strings 2-Choice

of varying cofors placed in front of VisuaÌ

him/her; he/she is required to thread

the strings through the holes of a round

pJ-astic hoop.

* 13. Paper Ripping: Client is required 2-Choice

to tear sheets of computer paper at yellow Visual

or blue perforations.
* L4- Envelope Stuffing: Cl-ient is Match-to-

required to take Ìetters and match Sample

them to theír corresponding

envelopes (i.e., place them

into the envelope) .

1-5 . T\rpewriLer: CÌient types Match-to-

the names of the other clients Sample

in their group by looking at

samples of their names.

*i-6. Pegboard: Red and blue pegs Match-to-

are inserted into the pegboard; red on Samp]e

one side and bl-ue on the other; the client

is required to put it on the appropriate

side. The position of the Pegboard

alternates such that the red pegs wil-l- be
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on the right side for approximately

half of the trial-s and on the left

for the remaining trials -

* 1-7. Velcro Board: Cl-ient is presented Auditory

with two different blocks and verbally

requested to put t.he "yelJ-ow" block or

the "blue" bfock onto Lhe vefcro board-

The blocks remain in a stable position

in front of the client.
* l-B- Pegboard: Red and blue pegs Combined

j-nserted into the pegboard; red on one Auditory-

side and blue on the other; client is Visual

verbally requested to take off Lhe

"blue" peg or the "red" peg. The position

of the pegboard alternates such t.hat the

red pegs wil} be on the right side for

approximateJ-y hal-f of the trials and on the

lef t f or the remaining t.rials.

Ig . Teenage Switch Progressions: Combined

Computer program where the cl-ient must hit Auditory-

a head swit.ch when t.he appropriate visual Visual-

picture comes on and the music stops, in

order to get the program to continue- If
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the switch is pressed too soon, a man

comes onto the screen and says, "No"; if

the switch i-s noL pressed soon enough the

screen gioes blank and a voíce says, "You

have to hit the switch. "

* These Lasks were slightly modified from, or added to, those

observed in the prevocational t.raining program at St. Amant

Centre.
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Appendix B

ABLA Data Recordinq F
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R,LN .LLRR.
BCB¡CCBC
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cBBCCBEC
l! l1 3t !4 37 l8 J9 {0

BsCBCCBé
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9r0nt2t9t{trt6
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Appendix C

Traininq Task 1 Data Sheet.
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Traininq Task I Data Sheet

Name:

Date:

Session:

Prompt: "Put it on".

Trials :

( Imitation)

Time Start:
Time Finish:

foR:

( Block )

r 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10

11 12 13 L4 15 16 17 r8 19 20

2T 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

(BaII )

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10

11 L2 l-3 r4 15 t6 r7 18 L9 20

2L 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
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Appendix D

Trainino Task 2 Data Sheet
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Traininq Task 2 Data Sheet (Posit.ion)

Time Start:

Time Finish:

IOR:

Name:

Date:

Session:

Prompt: "Put j-t in".

Correct stimulus is yelJ-ow block.

Block remains stable.

Trials:
I210

24ZZ

11_

35

4l

59

2I

33

AE+J

57

20

44

56

L9

3l-

43

55

1B

30

42

E/1

I]

29

41-

53

t6

¿ó

40

52

15

21

39

51

1,4

26

3B

50

13

25

/1 O

34 36

4B

60

46

5B
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Appendix E

Traininq Task 3 Data Sheet
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'l'ame

Time

IOR:

(Visuaf )

St.art:

Finish:

Traininq Task 3 Data Sheet

"Rip it".

stimulus is red perforat.ions; positioned as indicated

Name:

Date:

Session:

Prompt:

Correct

below.

Trials:
LLR

10 11 12

RRR

789

LLRL

3456

RLR

22 23 24

RLR

t9 20 2L

RLLL

1s 16 r7 18

LR

13 L4

LLRRL

32 33 34 35 36

LLR

29 30 31

RRLR

25 26 21 28

LRR

46 4'7 48

LLR

43 44 45

RLR

40 4L 42

RLL

37 38 39

RL

s9 60

RLLL

55 56 s7 58

RLR

52 53 54

RLL

49 50 51
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Appendix F

Trainino Task 4 Data Sheet



6/

(Match-to Sample)Trainins Task 4 Date -ShçC!

'l',rme Start:

Session:

Time Finish:

IOR:

Name:

Date:

Prompt: "Where does it go? "

Brown envelope and white envelope alternate as indicated (top

line indicates position of brown envel-ope) . Present brown Ìetter

(B) or whit.e envelope (W) as indicaLed bel-ow.

Trials:
RRLR

WBBW

I234

LLLRRRLL

WBWBWBBW

B 9 10 l-l L2 1-3 L4 15

LLR

WBB

561

RLLRR

BWWWB

26 27 28 29 30

RLLRLRRLRL

BBWWWBWBBB

L6 r1 18 1,9 20 2L 22 23 24 25

LRL

BWW

43 44 45

LLRRLLRR

WWWBBWWB

35 36 31 38 39 40 4L 42

LLLR

BWBB

31 32 33 34

RL

WW

s9 60

RRRLLRLL

BWBBWBBW

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 sB

LRLLL

BBWBW

46 47 48 49 50
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Appendix G

Traininq Task 5 Dat.a Sheet
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indicated below (B =

Training Task 5 Data Sheet ( Audi tory )

Time Start:

Time Finish:

IOR:

or "Yellow baff".

the one you ask for as

BIocks remain sLabIe.

Name:

Date:

Session:

Prompt:

Correct

BaIl, S

Trial-s:
DD

2

"Red square"

stimufus is

= Square) .

BSS

10 11 12

BSS

189

SBSS

3456

BSSB

2L 22 23 24

BBS

18 L9 20

BBS

15 16 17

BS

1_3 L4

BSSB

33 34 35 36

ÞcQDJÐ

30 31 32

BBS

21 28 29

BS

25 26

BS

47 48

BSBSS

42 43 44 45 46

BSB

39 40 4r

SB
1- aô
.7 I JÕ

DCDJ

s9 60

BBSB

55 56 57 58

SSBS

5r_ 52 53 54

SB

49 50
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APPendix H

Traininq Task 6 Data Sheet



Trainins Task 6 Data Sheet

71

(Combined AuditorY-Visual )

Time Finish:

roR:

Prompt.: "WhiLe peg" or "Bl-ue Lee" -

Correct st.imul-us is what you ask for

Name:

ñ-F^-1)Ot,e -

peg, W=Whit.etee)

indicates position

Time Start:

Session:

indicated

indicated

bel-ow (B = BIue

bel-ow (top Iine

â<

âc

LLLRRLLR

BWWBWBBB

B 9 l0 1l- 12 1-3 74 15

LRLRRLL

BBWBBWW

24 25 26 2t 28 29 30

RLLRLRRL

WWWBWBWW
16 r7 18 1- 9 20 21" 22 23

RRLLRLLRRLRRLLR

BWWBBWWBBWBWWBW

31 32 33 34 35 36 31 38 39 40 4L 42 43 44 45

RLLLLRRLLRRLLRL

BWBWWBWBBWWWWBW
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 sB s9 60

Tees alternate

blue tee) .of

'l'rr-aIs:

RRLLRRL

BWWBWBW

1-234567
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Appendix f

Procedural- Checklist



t)

Proceduraf Checklisc

IOR Collector:

Subj ect :

Time Started:

Time Finished:

Date:

I. SET UP

present the two comparisons in positions as indicated by the

ABLA data form and performance on the previous trial - Present

sample container as per ABLA data sheet.

2 - MODELLÏNG

a) Demonstration

b) Physical Guidance

c) Opportunity to respond with no assistance

3. VERBÀL PROMPT

" Put it in the right container. "

4. RESPONSE

Opport.unity to resPond.

5. FEEDB.A.CK

If response correct: Verbal Praise

If response incorrect: "No." "This iS the right Container."
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Appendix J

nnaire on Research
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Social Validation Questionnaire on the Goafs of the Research

The purpose of the present investigation is to use a

psychol-ogical test, the Assessment of Basic Learni-ng Abilities

(ABLA) to predict future performance of mental-Iy handicapped

cfients on prevocational training tasks. The goal- is to be able

to assess clients on the ABLA, and on the basis of the results,

select and sequence training tasks for the clients for optimal

Iearning. ff the goaÌ is accomplished, You woul-d be able to

select, for each individual cl-ient., those tasks that the cl-ient

would be capable of learning. This questionnaire is designed to

assess your attitude towards this goal . Pl-ease draw a circl-e

around the number after each statement that best in

dicates the extent of your agreemenL or disagreemenL with that

sLatement.

Strongly Agree=5

Agree=4

Undecided=3

Disagree=2

Strongly Disagree=1-

1. The goal of this study is one which

has important implications for trai-ning

mentally handicapped cl-ients in the pre-

vocational training program at the St. Amant

L2345



/6

Centre.

2. The goal- of this study is one which I 2 3 4 5

has important implications for t.raining

mentally handicapped clients in other

programs within St. Amant Centre as wel-I

as in other aqencies.

3. The goal is one which I personatly I 2 3 4 5

feel is worthy of further studY.

pl-ease answer the following questions on the assumption that the

ABLA does have predj-ctive validity f or prevocational- Lraining.

4. The use of the ABLA would provide I 2 3 4 5

a better method of matching the train-

ing demands of different tasks to the

learning abil-ities of cl-ients than any

currently in use.

5. The use of the ABLA would improve I 2 3 4 5

the efficiency of the prevocational-

t.raíning program.

6. The use of the ABLA woul-d improve I 2 3 4 5

the effect.iveness of the prevocational

training progiram.

7. The use of the ABLA would prove I 2 3 4 5

to be cost-effective.

B. The goal is important Lo the cl-ient L2345
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themselves, in the sense that their po-

tential could be more fully realized-

9. The goal is imPortant to me Per-

sonalJ-y, in the sense that f would be

more effective in teaching clients.

10. I would use the ABLA for future

clients to sel-ect the tasks that l

would attemPL to teach them-

T2345

r2345
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l0nnaa

The purpose of the presenL investigation was to use a

psychological test, the Assessment of Basic Learninq Abilities

(ABLA) to predict future performance of developmentally delayed

clients on prevocational tasks. Eiqht cl-ients were first

assessed with t.he ABLA, and predictions were then made on bheir

subsequent performance on six training tasks taken from the adult

activity progrram. Clients were then trained on each of the six

tasks unti1 they met a passing criterion or a f ail-ure criterion.

Out of a total of 48 predictions, 45 (or 942) were confirmed.

These results suggest that you would be abl-e to use resufts of

ABLA testing Lo select, for each índividual client, Lhose tasks

that bhe ctient is easily capable of learning. This

questionnaire is designed to asSeSS your attitude to these

results and their practical val-ue. Pl-ease draw a circle around

the numlcer after each sLatement that best indicates the extent of

your agreemenL or disagreemenL with that staLement.

StrongJ-y Agree=5

Agree=4

Undecided=3

Disagiree=2

Strongly Disagree=1



BO

1 - The results of this study have I 2 3 4 5

important implications for training

mentally handicapped clients in the pre-

vocationaf training program at the St - Amant

Centre.

2. The results of this st.udy have L 2 3 4 5

important implications for training

mentally handicapped cl-ients in other

programs within St. Amant Centre as wel-l-

as in other aqencies.

3. The goal is one which I personally L 2 3 4 5

f eel is worthy of f urther st.udY.

4. The use of t.he ABLA would provide I 2 3 4 5

a better met.hod of matching t.he train-

ing demands of different tasks to the

Iearning abiÌities of clients than any

currently in use.

5. The use of Lhe ABLA would improve I 2 3 4 5

the efficiency of the prevocational

t.raining program.

6. The use of t.he ABLA woul-d improve I 2 3 4 5

the effectiveness of t.he prevocational

training program.

7 . The use of the ABLA woul-d prove L 2 3 4 5

to be cost-effective.



B1

B. The results are important to the cl-ient L 2 3 4 5

themselves, in the sense that their po-

tential could be more fully realized.

g. The results are important to me per- L 2 3 4 5

sonally, in the sense that I woul-d be

more effective in teaching clients.

10. I would use t.he ABLA f or future I 2 3 4 5

clients to sefect the t.asks [hat I

would attempt to teach them-


